Passive Monitoring
Bathroom
Motion Sensor
Counts nighttime
bathroom visits

Temperature Sensor
Monitors ambient
temperature

Bathroom Timer

Alerts on lengthy visits

Out of Bed Alert

Door Open

Check-in Motion Sensor

are placed within the
resident apartment to alert
staff to conditions of which
they might want to be aware
on resident needs,
staff can either monitor a
situation or intervene promptly,
as necessary

Window Open

Sends resident ‘up for
the day’ alerts

nnSensors

nnDepending

Alerts on nighttime
bed rising

Detects nighttime
door opening

Features

Detects nighttime wander
or security issues

nnData

is recorded for review
and care planning

nnSets

stage for pattern analysis
and proactive reporting

Out of Chair Alert
Detects out of chair

CODE ALERT® Passive Monitoring can save your staff time and help ensure better care by alerting them to
situations where residents may need assistance.

Description
Wireless passive monitoring sensors can be placed around a resident’s room or apartment, permanently or temporarily as
needed. All information is reported in CODE ALERT Enterprise software, allowing staff to learn resident patterns and note
changes which may call for additional care.
nnMotion

sensors provide daily check-in functions when
residents get up for the day. A missed check-in will alert
staff to check on the resident.

nnBathroom

motion sensors allow staff to monitor resident’s
toileting patterns. Changes may indicate infection,
dehydration, or other illness.

nnMotion

sensors in and outside the bathroom work together
with software to alert staff when a resident has entered
but not left the bathroom after a configurable time.

nnDoor

sensors can indicate a resident is wandering
at night.

nnWindow

sensors alert staff if windows are opened
beyond a pre-set ventilation limit, useful for preventing
elopement and for general security.

nnSilent

bed and chair pad sensors can identify residents
getting out of bed multiple times per night.

nnTemperature

monitors send alerts if the ambient
temperature in the resident’s room is above or below
the defined thresholds.
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